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First step with 
First Influence
Budget- $50,000.00
-Okanjo

Raise awareness and generate buzz. (Plugging in 
various articles on the correlation between breast health 
& bra, what your skin touches matters, chemicals 
hidden in bra fabrics, benefits of a wire-free bra, etc.)

-Creative Video Content

Video to highlight the first experience of wearing 
something that puts your health & comfort first, while 
also educating viewers about the Conscious First Layer. 
(content should be posted on the website & boosted on 
Facebook, Instagram and Youtube ad channels)

-Instagram Influencer Marketing

Each influencer will take a picture of themselves 
wearing the Vibrant Bra and post the photo on their 
feed with a sentimental & personal message about 
breast health, body positivity, loving yourself first, 
feeling sexy in your own skin, etc.



Creative Video 
Content
✤ Content themes: Conscious First Layer, 

organic, raw, genuine, personal & empowering 

✤ Earn trust by communicating the core values 
of the company instead of only focusing on the 
products on the shelf.

✤ Boost the advertisement on various social 
media platforms to generate visual familiarity 
of the brand & awareness.

Similar Examples: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaOjMXyJGk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZ05C1o9utg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaOjMXyJGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZ05C1o9utg


Phase 1- Generating 
Brand Recognition

✤ 7-10 different influencers 
ranging from mid tier to top tier.

✤ Minimum of 1.5M impressions

✤ Possible influencers: Jamie Otis, 
Bekah Martinez, Nina Agdal, 
Christie Brinkley, etc.

✤ Photo post on IG feed with 
caption & tagging 
@vibrantbodycompany & 
#ConsciousFirstLayer



Target demographics

✤ Women

✤ Age range 25 - 45

✤ Body positive, women empowerment, health 
conscious, working upper-class, etc. 



Law of diffusion innovation

How- We’re different 

✤ Made to support your body

✤ Design team led by women

✤ Patented wire-free design

Why- We believe…

✤ in putting your health first

✤ in being environmentally conscious 

✤ in the conscious first layer

✤ You are sexy. Not your bra.

What- We sell

✤ OEKO- TEX 100

✤ Non-harmful

✤ Wireless, U-cup Support

✤ Ergonomic design

✤ Life-Changing comfort




